The new X-Class.

Genuine Accessories for your X-Class.

Genuine Accessories
for your X-Class.
Crafted by Mercedes-Benz, styled by you. With a wide
range of styling options, storage solutions and wheels
to choose from, you can make the X-Class your
own. The styling components have been designed
to enhance the form of the X-Class, but that doesn’t
mean function is forgotten – far from it. Each element
has been developed to do its job as effectively as
possible, while delivering quality that’s built to last.
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Exterior
Part Number
01 Sports Canopy. The flush, no-handle design of the canopy, which is painted in the same colour as the vehicle, matches the
vehicle’s design. The canopy extends the load compartment and protects the cargo from theft. Thanks to high-quality materials,
it is robust, long lasting and helps keep moisture and dust from the cargo. All of the windows have a dark tint and provide both
heat protection and privacy. The window configuration is pop-out on driver‘s side and lift-up on passenger‘s side. The canopy is
equipped with a robust interior liner and has LED lighting. Central locking on rear window and passenger side lift-up window.
A water and dust defence kit for the tailgate is also included. Also available with roof rails.

Refer p.15

NP Touring Canopy. The highly functional Touring canopy allows you to choose your window configuration with large lift-up and
sliding window options available. Provides good ventilation for pets and easy access to the load bed contents.

Refer p.15

Side Bar Steps. The side bar steps in stainless steel measure 76 mm in diameter and lend the vehicle a stylish and striking
side design which further emphasises its ute character. In addition to enhancing the vehicle’s appearance, the side bar steps
also serve as steps when boarding and exiting the vehicle and during loading and unloading.
02 Silver. Available Q3 2018.

A4708501100

NP Black. Available Q3 2018.

A4708501200

01 03
02 04

NP Nudge bar. Under development.
NP Bull bar. Under development.
Styling Bar. The perfect accompaniment to the striking and robust ute design and lends the vehicle an even more progressive
appearance. The styling bar is installed and removed quickly and can be combined with the hard cover for even greater appeal.
03 Silver – suits hardcover

A4708902100

NP Black – suits hardcover

A4708902300

NP Silver – suits no cover or soft cover

A4708902000

04 Black – suits no cover or soft cover

A4708902200

NP Sailplane Sports Bar. Under development.

4

NP Not Pictured
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Part Number
Rollcover. The aluminium rollcover made from robust, high-quality aluminium helps protect the load against moisture and
dust. It can be opened and closed in stages. Locking takes place via a separate key. Not compatible with Styling bar.
01 Black

A4708511600

02 Silver

A4708511100

Hardcover. ABS plastic. Thanks to the hard cover’s design and paint finish in the same colour as the vehicle, it blends into the
design of the ute. It offers protection against weather and theft. It is unlocked via a separate key and has an automatic LED light
– meaning the cargo can be found quickly and easily even in the dark. Dust and water defence kit for the tailgate included.

01 03
02 04
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03 Hardcover for vehicles with styling bar

Refer p.15

NP Hardcover for vehicles without styling bar

Refer p.15

Soft cover. The weather-resistant soft cover can protect the load from moisture, solar radiation and prying eyes. The PVC
tarpaulin is tear-resistant and water-repelling. Additional fastenings and cross struts ensure that the load is provided with perfect
protection and as little water or ice can collect on the tarpaulin as possible. Simply rolling up the cover provides quick access
to the load. When it is rolled up, the soft cover is secured to the bulkhead with 2 fastening straps. “Mercedes-Benz” lettering
positioned in the centre at the rear visually upgrades the soft cover.
NP Black, for vehicles with styling bar. Available Q3 2018.

A4708511000

04 Black, for vehicles without styling bar. Available Q3 2018.

A4708510900

NP Water and dust defence kit. Black, rubber. The water and dust protection consists of 3 seals at the tailgate, which help to protect
the bed from water and dust. A seal is vertically attached to the edge of the bed on the left of the tailgate and another on the right.
The third seal is secured horizontally to the underside of the tailgate so that it lies against the bottom of the bed when the tailgate
is closed, in order to prevent the ingress of fluid or dust in this location. Standard with Sports canopy, Hardcover and Rollcover.

A4707410100

NP Not Pictured
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Cargo & Care
Part Number
01 Load bed liner. Kit, black, plastic. The weather-resistant under rail bed liner provides protection for the bed from damage to the
paintwork. Mercedes-Benz branded single piece under rail liner for the load bed and a separate liner for the tailgate. Compatible
with the bed covers, the lashing rails and the load anchoring rail system at the side walls. Fitment of the load bed liner does not
allow a pallet to fit between the wheel arches.

A4708511500

Floor Load Anchoring Rails. 4 load anchoring rails attached to the floor of the bed make it possible to help secure the
load. Includes 4 removable tie-down eyes with stainless steel rings, which can be flexibly attached to the rails and used
for lashing the load.
NP Silver for vehicles without load bed liner. Available Q3 2018.

A4708105900

02 Silver for vehicles with load bed liner. Available Q3 2018.

A4708106000

03 Storage box / toolbox. Black, polyethylene. The lockable storage box provides plenty of room for tools or other equipment with
its cargo volume of 156 L, and protects stored objects from the weather or theft. It is robust, long-lasting, and water-resistant.
Since it can also withstand high-pressure cleaning equipment and car washes, it can be easily cleaned. The storage box is fitted
in the load anchoring rail system and is adjustable. Only in conjunction with load anchoring rail system (VV2).

A4705800000

04 Bed divider system. Black / silver-coloured, plastic. The load area partitioning system made from black anodised aluminium,
black anodised metal and black plastic subdivides the bed into 2 separate parts. It fixes the load and can help to transport
cargo safely on the load area. The system is adjustable and is suitable for loads weighing up to 100 kg. It is fitted in the load
anchoring system. Only in conjunction with load anchoring rail system (VV2).

A4708510600

NP Window weather shield. Under development.
NP Technical underride guard. Silver-coloured, stainless steel. The 3-piece technical underride guard made from robust stainless
steel help to protect the engine, transmission and exhaust system. The openings make it easier to carry out maintenance work.
NP Sliding floor. Providing easy access to your cargo, especially when a canopy is fitted, the sliding floor allows you to utilise
the full width of space in your load bed. Smart rail system, adjustable tie downs and grippy floor surface.
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NP Not Pictured

01 02
03 04

B64724700
A4705200000
QCRB 788CBXD
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Part Number
01 Towbar. The heavy duty towbar will transform your vehicle into a towing workhorse. Together the towbar and intelligent wiring
harness guarantees seamless connection to all the vehicles on-board systems. Class 4 box hitch. 3,500kg / 350kg downball
on 4x4 models. 3,200kg / 350kg downball on 4x2 models

B64314700

NP Trailer Wiring Harness. The intelligent wiring harness offers a secure connection between vehicle and trailer.
German-engineered waterproof 7 pin flat.

B64544700

02 Brake controller. The brake controller designed to suit most common trailer braking applications, requires minimal
dash space and is simple to operate.

B64544701

NP Tailgate Damper. For added safety and convenience the damper slows down the speed of the tailgate descent.

01 02
03 04

05

B64744700

NP Roof Carrier Bars. Basic Carrier Bars for Roof Rails. Silver-coloured / black. Basic carrier bars for roof rails. For quick,
flexible attachment to the roof rails. The basic carrier bars are only to be used on the roof of the vehicle cab. Do not use
the basic carrier bars on the rails on the canopy.

A 4708980000

03 Roof mounted bicycle rack. Silver-coloured / black.

A0008900293

04 Ski and snowboard rack, standard. Silver-coloured / black. Suitable for basic carrier bars and basic carrier bars for roof rails.
Designed to hold max. 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards, depending on height of bindings.

A0008900493

05 Ski and snowboard rack, comfort. Silver-coloured / black. Suitable for basic carrier bars and basic carrier bars for roof rails.
Designed to hold max. 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards, depending on height of bindings.

A0008900393

Safety
Part Number
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NP Charger with trickle charge function 5 A, for lead-acid and lithium batteries, AUS/NZ. This compact, cutting-edge charger is
specially tailored to Mercedes-Benz requirements. It “revives”, recharges, checks and maintains the charge.

A0009823421

NP Fluorescent jacket.

A0005833500

NP Not Pictured
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Wheels

03

Wheel Accessories
Part Number
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04

Part Number

01 6-spoke wheel

Finish: black, high sheen

Wheel: 17 inch, 7.5 J x 17 ET 50 | Tyre: 255/65 R17

A4704010200

01 Valve cap. Set of 4, chrome. Decorative caps for valves, black.

02 5-twin-spoke wheel

Finish: black, high sheen

Wheel: 18 inch, 7.5 J x 18 ET 50 | Tyre: 255/60 R18

A4704010300

02 Spare wheel lock. Protect your valuable spare wheel from theft.

03 Multi-spoke wheel

Finish: t ermolite metallic, high-sheen

Wheel: 19 inch, 7.5 J x 19 ET 50 | Tyre: 255/55 R19

A4704010400

03 Tyre pressure gauge. Black, plastic. Compact,analogue tyre air pressure gauge.

NP 6-spoke wheel

Finish: vanadium silver

Wheel: 17 inch, 7.5 J x 17 ET 50 | Tyre: 255/65 R17

A4704015500

04 Rim lock set. Protect your valuable light-alloy wheels from theft.

NP 6-twin-spoke wheel

Finish: black, high sheen

Wheel: 19 inch, 7.5 J x 19 ET 50 | Tyre: 255/55 R19

A4704015700

NP 6-twin-spoke wheel

Finish: Himalaya grey

Wheel: 18 inch, 7.5 J x 18 ET 50 | Tyre: 255/60 R18

A4704015600

B66472002
A4700000040
B66588140
A0009907119
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Colour Selection

01 02

03

04

Interior

Hard Cover

Hard Cover

Sports Canopy

Sports Canopy

Touring Canopy

Touring Canopy

Touring Canopy

With styling bar

Without styling bar

With roof rail

Without roof rails

Two Side Lift up Windows

Lift up & Sliding Windows

Two Sliding Windows

Axinite bronze

A47085101001288

A47085100001288

A47079003001288

A47079001001288

QCRB XDSONOE1288

QCRB XDSON56OE1288

QCRB XDS560OE1288

Danakil red

A47085101003142

A47085100003142

A47079003003142

A47079001003142

QCRB XDSONOE3142

QCRB XDSON56OE3142

QCRB XDS560OE3142

Cavansite blue

A47085101005890

A47085100005890

A47079003005890

A47079001005890

QCRB XDSONOE5890

QCRB XDSON56OE5890

QCRB XDS560OE5890

Granite green

A47085101006580

A47085100006580

A47079003006580

A47079001006580

QCRB XDSONOE6580

QCRB XDSON56OE6580

QCRB XDS560OE6580

Stone grey

A47085101007259

A47085100007259

A47079003007259

A47079001007259

QCRB XDSONOE7259

QCRB XDSON56OE7259

QCRB XDS560OE7259

Chisana white

A47085101009139

A47085100009139

A47079003009139

A47079001009139

QCRB XDSONOE9139

QCRB XDSON56OE9139

QCRB XDS560OE9139

Kabara Black

A47085101009291

A47085100009291

A47079003009291

A47079001009291

QCRB XDSONOE9291

QCRB XDSON56OE9291

QCRB XDS560OE9291

Bering White

A47085101009389

A47085100009389

A47079003009389

A47079001009389

QCRB XDSONOE9389

QCRB XDSON56OE9389

QCRB XDS560OE9389

Diamond silver

A47085101009988

A47085100009988

A47079003009988

A47079001009988

QCRB XDSONOE9988

QCRB XDSON56OE9988

QCRB XDS560OE9988

Part Number
01 Velour floor mats, front. 2-piece, black. 100% polyamide velour, with fastening system. High-quality design.
Odourless, antistatic, flame-resistant.
02 Velour floor mats, rear. 2-piece, black. Velour mat, with classic-cut pile for the rear.
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A47068001009J74
A47068006009J74

03 All-season floor mats, front. 2-piece, black rubber floor mats in a diamond design, water gathers in recessed areas
and raised edge prevents spillage. Branded with Mercedes-Benz star logo. Original fastening system.

A47068011009G33

04 All-season floor mats, rear. Single, black rubber floor mats in a diamond design, set of 1, covers the transmission
tunnel: any water gathers in recessed areas and raised edge prevents spillage.

A47068017009G33
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Q LIT 00 102 0892 X-Class Accessory Brochure
This brochure has been compiled by Daimler AG of Germany or one of its Group Companies to provide a general indication only of the range of
vehicles, optional extras, accessories, merchandise and/or products (together, the range is known as the “Products”) available in various countries.
Some of the Products shown may not be available in Australia, or may only be available in a different specification. Additionally, some Products may
only be available in combination with others. Colours may differ slightly from those shown in the brochure, owing to the limitations of the printing
process. Products available while stocks last. Changes may have been made to the Products since this brochure was printed. The information in this
brochure is therefore indicative, illustrative and provided only for guidance and should not be relied upon. For current information on the availability,
design, features and prices of Products available in Australia you should contact your local authorised Mercedes-Benz Dealer. April 2018.
The

and the words Mercedes-Benz are registered trademarks of Daimler AG, Stuttgart, Germany.

Mercedes-Benz Vans Australia Pacific Pty Ltd, ACN 618 413 362. Lexia Place, Mulgrave, Victoria 3170. Telephone: (03) 9566 9266. Facsimile: (03) 9562 6282.
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